Prescription Drug Keeper™ BH2010
Instructions for folding unprinted containers
The container in these photos is identical in structure to the unprinted cartons you
have purchased. The instructional folding video can be watched at:
http://www.whitneysolutions.com
1)
2)
3)
#1 looks like this:

#s 2 and 3 look like this:
From the flat position open the
container to form an open
ended box. The brown side is
the inside – the white the
outside.

Stand it on end so the flaps that
will form the bottom are on top.
On the printed version they are
numbered. If you look at the
shape of each of the four flaps you
should be able to compare to the
examples on this sheet and
identify which is which.

# 4 like this:

4)

5)

6)

Fold the #1 flap down.

Fold flap #4 down and press until it
catches under flap #1.

Turn box upright and place on
the floor.

Fold flaps #2 and #3 down on
top of flap #1 and press until the
corners of #2 and #3 catch under
flap #1.

Place the plastic liner inside
leaving approximately 4 inches
turned over the top of the box.

Terminal® Prescription Drug Keeper™ BH2010
Instructions for folding unprinted container lids
To form the lid – hold the lid so that the inside (the brown) is facing you.
7)

8)

9)

Start by folding the pre-scored flaps
toward the inside.

Fold the two side flaps up.

Fold the two small flaps to
the inside.

10)

11)

12)

Fold the creased flap that is outside
the two folded in flaps over the two
smaller flaps and fit tabs into slots.

Fold the opposite side of the lid in
the same way. There is a large
flap on this side that when folded
in over the two smaller flaps
creates a flap that is
perpendicular to the lid top.

When the lid is placed on the
box, the large flap will lay
along side the box

Pull open the lid and the
container is ready to be used.

When you have finished the collection, take the lid off the box; place the flap inside the lid
and place the lid back on the box to securely close for disposal.
Reorder Number: BH2010
If you have any questions, suggestions, or to order, contact:

Whitney Medical Solutions
6153C Mulford St., Niles, IL 60714
1-800-DEVICES or info@whitneyms.com

